KODAK Technical Pan Film 2415 helps you record the sun and nearly everything under it.

What do you call a film you can use for solar flare photography, photomicrography, line-scan recording with cathode-ray tubes, lasers, or light-emitting diodes, photographing holographic reconstructions, and also for making black-and-white slides? We call it KODAK Technical Pan Film 2415. You might call it "a film for all focal lengths," because it has been used rewardingly to record imagery with high-power microscope objectives, astronomical telescopes, and all sorts of camera lenses in between.

This extraordinary film, previously introduced as SO-115, is intended for a wide range of applications requiring high resolution, extremely fine grain, processing flexibility, high D-max, and relatively flat spectral response through most of the visible spectrum. It is coated on ESTAR-AH Base.

Its unusual combination of performance characteristics allows Technical Pan Film to fill a void in the matrix of black-and-white photorecording films. These characteristics have made 2415 a worthy successor to KODAK Solar Flare Patrol Film (ESTAR-AH Base) SO-392 and KODAK Photomicrography Monochrome Film SO-410—and a valuable alternative to KODAK High Contrast Copy Film 5069 in most applications.

You won't find a Kodak film with a broader range of scientific and technical applications. At the same time, you may wish to load a roll into your 35 mm camera to record some stunning pictorial photography.

For additional information on Technical Pan Film, write to Eastman Kodak Company, Department 412L-153, Rochester, NY 14650. (A brief indication of your application may help us respond more effectively.)
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We're the undisputed leader in the laboratory computer field. We built one out of every three systems now in operation. And we want to bring our expertise to your lab. You won't find anybody more qualified.

At Digital, we offer by far the broadest range of compatible, easy-to-use, cost-effective lab computers available anywhere. Somewhere between the smallest MINC™ system and the largest DECSYSTEM-10 and -20™ Digital makes a system ideally suited to the size, complexity, and financial resources of your lab.

And once the system is installed, your investment is protected for the future. That's because Digital's systems can be linked in compatible networks. Not just with others from Digital, but with many mainframes as well. So no matter how much or how fast your laboratory grows, you can add to our computer system as the need arises.

With one of Digital's computer systems in your lab, the benefits become apparent very quickly. Productivity is increased. Highly paid researchers are freed from the more tedious, repetitive tasks. Resources are allocated more efficiently. Data acquisition, analysis, simulation, documentation, project management, and many other time-consuming tasks become routine operations.

If you're concerned about keeping your lab running smoothly in the face of skyrocketing costs and increasingly stringent regulation, take advantage of our experience in your field. Talk to a Digital Laboratory Data Products representative. You'll find out just how easy it is to put the leader to work for you.
TO: Digital Equipment Corporation
Laboratory Data Products Group MR 2-4/M 16
One Iron Way, Marlboro, Mass. 01752

In Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.

I'm interested. Tell me more about your computers and what they can do for my lab.

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________
Organization ______________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________
City ______________________________________________________________
State ___________ Zip ___________ Phone ____________________________
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